Link seal Leaks
Stop Link seal leaks with WA-GP repair systems
Pipe line remains in service during repair

Link-seals incorrectly installed, or are not tightened cause link seals to leak.

Informed suppliers prevent mismatch occurrences, contact: WESTATLANTIC TECH CORP.

Select WA-GKD modular links with visual integrated torque indicators on the bolt head for a better product. The bolt head indicator confirms that optimum bolt tightness is attained which ensures a leak free connection.

Link seal products do not have torque indicators, effective sealing may not be accomplished.

Selecting the correct modular seal for holding back groundwater requires torque indications on the bolt head to provide torque assistance to the installer.

Modular seals with visual indicators are the better selection. The indicator is directly visible to the installer.

When a pipe is not centered and a modular link seal is installed, it will not stop pressing water leaks. Most link seal providers have no solution for this off center problem. Westatlantic Tech Corp., "WA.GP-T" split sleeve assembly will correct this eccentric problem.

WA-GP-T external pipe seal system provides a seal solution for off center pipe sealing, the pipe remains in service.